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CS R4+ v6.2 eDental FAQ 

1. What is eDental? 

eDental is the new process for submitting electronic payment claims and includes: 

 Streamlined payment process. 

 Submit claims instantly whilst in a treatment session with a patient. 

 Real time responses if claims fail validation. 

 New patient search to improve accuracy and validity of claimed treatment. 

 Improved wording on rejection messages. 

 CHI number validation 

 

2. Is there any change to the workflow of submitting my NHS claims? 

If you want to carry on sending claims in batches you can, when the course is completed and the 

claim opens on screen, click on the ‘send later’ button. This moves the claim to the ‘ready to send’ 

status and the normal process that you are used to. However if you want to utilise the real time 

responses you should use the ‘send now’ button on the claim form, this means you can send the 

claim whilst the patient is still in the surgery and correct any validation errors immediately. 

 

3. Why do I need to enter my pin number every time I ‘send now’? 

Your pin number is your digital signature to tell the NHS that you are authorised to send claims. 

For this reason it is mandatory that you enter your pin each time you send a claim, when using 

the send now option. It is permissible to enter your pin once when sending a batch of claims using 

the send later option as you are sending them all at the same time. 

 

4. What is the new acceptance declaration box and when do I fill it out? 

The acceptance date in the declaration box is the date the patient signed to accept the course of 

treatment and should be entered as such for every NHS course. 

If the patient signed themselves then the top option should be ticked, if a responsible person 

signed on their behalf the bottom option should be ticked. 

 

5. What is the new completion declaration box and when do I fill it out? 

The completion date in the declaration box is the date the course of treatment was completed and 

signed off and should be entered as such for every NHS course. 

If the completion declaration is the same as the acceptance declaration then the option for ‘same 

as acceptance declaration’ can be ticked, this copies the acceptance declaration details to the 

completion details. 

If the patient signed themselves then the top option should be ticked, if a responsible person 

signed on their behalf the bottom box should be ticked. 

 

6. When do I need to do a primary patient search? 

A patient search can be performed on any patient with an open NHS course of treatment; 

however it is only mandatory to perform a search on patients that do not have a valid CHI number 

in CS R4+. If it is detected that a valid CHI number is not present on the patient, CS R4+ will 

guide you through performing a patient search before you can send the claim.  

 

7. When do I need to do a secondary patient search? 

If you receive multiple results from your primary search we would recommend doing a secondary 

search to ensure you get an exact match, the secondary search uses a different search engine to 

the primary one which is a deeper search. It is also possible that the results returned to you in the 

patients search do not have a CHI number, if this is the case do not select one of those patients, 

perform a secondary search to ensure you get a patient with a valid CHI number returned. 
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8. Why can I only do a patient search when I have an open course of treatment? 

The probability matching of the patient search is based on the list number of the dentist that is 

performing the treatment, so the dentist performing the search and the dentist sending the claim 

have to match, otherwise the claim will get rejected. For this reason we have restricted the search 

to only be active when the patient has an open course of treatment. 

 

9. When would I select ‘None’ in the patient search? 

If you have performed both a Primary and Secondary search and not found an exact match, you 

have the option to not select a patient and select ‘None’ instead. This will allow you to send the 

claim even though you do not have a CHI number for the patient; it will also notify the NHS that 

you have performed a search. 

 

10. What happens if I select not to update patient details from a search, but the CHI number is 

different? 

When you select a patient from the patient search that has different personal details to the ones 

held in CS R4+, but you select not to update these details with the information from the search. 

The CHI number will still get changed if it is different; this is a mandatory requirement for the 

patient to have the correct CHI number sent with the claim. 

 

11. What do I do if I receive a validation error when trying to send a claim? 

When you select to send a claim either now or later CS R4+ will perform validation on the details 

that will form the transmission message. If it detects that any of these are incorrect it will return a 

message stating what you need to correct. You will need to correct these errors either in the 

claim, patient’s details or clinical record, depending on what the message says before you can 

send the claim. 

 

12. Why do I get an error telling me the patients CHI number is invalid even though one is entered? 

Additional validation has been added to the patients CHI number field to ensure it conforms to the 

correct structure. If it is detected not to meet this then you will get an invalid CHI number 

message. You can easily correct this by entering the valid CHI number or performing a patient 

search and selecting the correct patient.  

 

13. Why can I no longer change the dentist in the drop down box in the claim? 

Due to the new way claims are numbered per provider, it is now not possible to change the 

dentist in the claim as this would cause claim numbers to be out of sync. It is important to ensure 

the correct claiming dentist is selected when starting the course of treatment. 

 

14. How do I claim for the treatment if the dentist changes part way through the course? 

In CS R4+ there is an option to close a course early, on here there is a new option to mark the 

course as continuation and select who the course transfers too. This allows the original dentist to 

claim for work they completed and the new dentist to claim for the work they completed. The 2 

claims will be linked in the background so it is clear to the NHS that it is a continuation course. 

 

15. What are reconciliation files? 

Reconciliation files will be received by the practice once per month and CS R4+ will automatically 

process them. This will then move the claims to either the settled, rejected or adjusted statuses. 

The reconciliation files are very similar to the ‘old style’ schedules and can be read in the same 

way. 

 


